What is it?
The Sterlingcoin Official Faucet helps people with few or no Sterlingcoin to get some coins.

What are the rules?
To enter: All you need is a Sterlingcoin wallet address. Paper wallet, API wallet, web wallet, tipping wallet,
desktop wallet, it does not matter. Any Sterlingcoin wallet address will get a small amount of free
Sterlingcoin if entered. You can get a wallet from http://Sterlingcoin.org.uk/
Once every hour you may enter. The IP address you enter from and the device you enter from are
prevented from entering another Sterlingcoin address for one hour. These steps are to detour the theft of
Sterlingcoin.
Every 24 hours we start a new round at 0 GMT and will send out an amount of free Sterlingcoin to
everyone that has asked by submitting their Sterlingcoin address via the faucet form. You can optionally
provide your email address. We will not sell your email or spam you. This is only if you want email
notifications. Such as, notification of your Sterlingcoin being sent. Keep in mind that sorting out fraudulent
entries might delay automatic payment processing. We will only send coins when we are sure only valid
entries will get paid.
Mobile devices are blocked from entering. Cellular phones that are widely used to submit multiple
entries because of the ease of acquiring new IP address leases are not allowed to enter. The endless
attempts submitted by these devices to falsify entries do deem this necessary. Tablet devices are
allowed to enter.
Don’t cheat or try to enter more than once an hour. We will not pay any entry, IP address, or subnet of IP
addresses that appear to be attempting to steal Sterlingcoin.

How much does it pay?
0.00083400 SLG – 0.04167000 SLG every hour
The amount is randomized from 0.00083400 to 0.04167000 Sterlingcoin every valid visit. The total you
accumulate in the 24 hour period is the amount you will be sent.
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